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Cooking fever hack download game

Nordcurrent Android 4.4 + Version: $11.0.0 0 Cooking Fever (MOD, Unlimited Coins/Gems) - this game is created for you after you like to eat and always dream of becoming the best chef and your own restaurant! Cook the most delicious dishes, attract visitors and equip the small restaurant. Save money and expand your opportunities,
you can hire people and workers who will do all the work for you. Gain popularity and thus make the restaurant number one in the city. Create VIP seats for private customers and much more, you feel the world's most famous and most desired chef on the spot with Cooking Fever mod apk! Version 11.0.0 updated! Delicious food from
around the world in this delicious free time management game! From a Chinese restaurant to a bakery, fast food restaurant and pizzeria, take the reins of 20 restaurants and show off your culinary skills! There are more than a few ingredients available to confuse the best gourmets on the planet. Have you been told this game is delicious?
So don't wait any further: put on aprons, launch yourself into the world of gastronomy and post all the culinary masterpieces on Facebook! + From 150 ingredients + 20 unique places + more than 400 levels + More than 400 dishes to prepare for hundreds and hundreds of improvements for your kitchens and restaurants Do you dream of
becoming a chef in France's up luxury restaurants? I want to cook delicious food yourself but not enough ingredients, time and money? When your phone owns Cooking Fever MOD APK (Unlimited Coins/Gems) it won't all be far away - Nordcurrent is an addictive restaurant management game. You will have the opportunity to manage
your own restaurant and cook delicious dishes and desserts from around the world. Table of Contents [ShowHide]If You Get Idle Coffee Corp., a coffee machine experience, then your role in Cooking Fever has changed. He will have the role of a chef to cook the dishes required by customers. Choose from the fast food store Oyster Bar or
the Asian restaurant. Be a chef with super skills in cooking techniques. There are a large number of various new and interesting dishes with different ingredients to get creative. In addition, there will be a lot of tools in the kitchen. For example, coffee machines, toasters, popcorn machines, ... It will help all customers make meals according
to their needs and let them enjoy the most. There will be different visitors and waiting times at each level. By the way, if they meet your needs, they'll pay you. Otherwise, they will go and the food you make will be thrown away. Setting up your own restaurant Food Fever will bring you many new experiences. In addition to being a top chef,
he also has a smart restaurant manager. After their delicious food, store decorations are important to attract visitors. Decorate the store in its own way, such as tables and chairs, floors, ... So customers will love the restaurant and visit often with friends. When visitors arrive more crowded, this means more cravings for food. Then you need
to upgrade kitchen and kitchen appliances to get the fastest capacity. In addition, guests will have more memorable experiences, so create guest gifts such as butter cookies. Sounds like real life! The higher the level, the more restaurants you have. High-class restaurants will be unlocked with more varied dishes. So your restaurant chain
will grow and grow. Attractive features of Cooking Fever1400 Level: there are more than 1400 different levels for you to complete. Big! In addition, you can re-play previous levels to earn more money. Food: A variety of dishes with more than 1,300 dishes cooked with 350 ingredients. This gives you a passion for cooking! Location:
FastFood, Bakery, Seafood, ... variety and always updated. Reward: In-game rewards include gold and experience. You can earn level up or with completed missions. Upgrade equipment: use gold to upgrade kitchen appliances to make meals faster. Each item has 3 upgraded stars, and each time the amount of upgrades is higher.
GraphicsCooking Fever's graphics are carefully looked at, creating eye-catching dishes with 3D graphics. Thousands of delicious dishes are realistically designed, similar to real-life dishes. If you are planning to lose weight, I think you should play this game. In addition, various sound effects in the kitchen, such as the sound of cooking,
bring the player a sense of originality and interest. All memory is encapsulated at 87 MB, not too large. Mod APK version of Cooking FeverMOD Unlimited ParaDownload Cooking Fever MOD APK With attractive and attractive features forAndroid, Cooking Fever has created an unprecedented crazing for the cooking game. There are
millions of downloads and players give relaxing moments. Thus, look at the heat of this seemingly simple game. If you are a lover of food or have an eating spirit, this is a game that do not miss. Cooking Fever (MOD, Unlimited Coins/Gems) - If you enjoy your meal and always dream of being the best chef and running your own restaurant,
this is a game for you! Cook delicious dishes, attract visitors and equip small restaurants. Save money and expand your options. Hire people and workers to do all the work for you. Be popular and make restaurant #1 in the city. You are the world's most famous and most sought-after chef, create VIP meetings for private customers and
many people with cooking fever! This free time management game is addictive to cooking delicious food and desserts from around the world! With 13 unique locations For desserts and fast food oyster bars and oriental restaurants, you can practice your skills in a variety of environments and cooking techniques. Use more than a hundred
ingredients to prepare hundreds of delicious dishes. Try all kinds of kitchen appliances, from coffee makers and rice cookers to pizza ovens and popcorn machines. Design a restaurant to attract more customers. To make your customer experience more personal and memorable, like in real life, be free of your own! Upgrade the kitchen
and make as many dishes as possible. Did we say that the game is addictive and involved in food fever? You have fun food and share delicious food with your friends on Facebook! Features Cooking Fever: Cook13 more than 400 recipes with 150 ingredients for cooking unique places: Fast Food, Bakery, China, Pizza, Seafood, Indian,
Breakfast Cafe, Sushi Bar, Ice Cream Parlor, Paradise Cocktail Bar, Corn Dog Van, Cafe Mexico and House Crab. Other places are on their way! Find all the useful and common ingredients to start your own cooking career with hundreds of upgrades for kitchen appliances and interior design to complete more than 400 levels, the game
Cooking Fever has the opportunity to learn everything you need to know about these things. Closely promote their taste, use and expertise with more than 200 different types of ingredients. Enrich cooking basics by spending valuable time cooking fire. Collect new recipes and keep notes, aside from that, various recipes will also be
introduced in this game. Get access to some great recipes that are available to the world's most famous cook. Practice with more than 500 different recipes using the mentioned ingredients. Prepare great dishes with new recipes. Along with the addictive time management game Cooking Fever, the addictive time management game was
introduced, where players also carefully have to calculate time. Don't waste your time waiting for your customers to sit in their seats and don't wait for them any longer. Once we got into the habit of making epic cooking, start building a thriving business. Open new places with culinary arts and the best thing about Cooking Fever game
provides players with a great map where you can travel between different places. City Rest Restaurants Rents - Win the city first by unlocking all available restaurant restaurants. Find fast food dish to sell sweets in fast food bakery. Learn about Chinese culture in Chinese restaurants. Make Indian cuisine an Indian-style dish. Sometimes it
would be nice to eat pizza at the pizzeria. Choose your favorite seafood at Seafood Bistro. Breakfast can be enjoyed in the café for a morning coffee. Learn more about Japanese cuisine in a sushi restaurant and finally try the best dishes in the gourmet restaurant. Paradise Island Restaurant - Behind the city, there is Visiting beautiful
islands. Start with your ice bar and go to the cocktail bar in heaven. Keep American culture alive with corn dog van. Have a look at the fresh café Mexicana. Learn about House C Crab seafood. Spend time hanging out of sunset wf Falls. Experience Asian Street Food with your Thai breakfast. Or Westernize with a sandwich shop. And
finally, we want to get drunk in a Shritaki tavern. Alpine Mountain Restaurant - Travel to your dream destination and open your business in the breathtaking snow mountains. Enjoy views of Smoky Grill BBQ and delicious meats. Enjoy the Italian buffet at the top of the mountain. Go to the green and salad bar. Have delicious coffee at
Mitchell's Cafe. Or try something sweet with Michelle's candy. How do I get the jewels? Increase your time compared to real time. To change the time automatically, change the wireless LAN LAN shutdown to 1 day later. If you repeat several times, you will get many stones. Expand the level of experience (EL) tracked in the upper right
corner of the game screen. You can earn 7 gems for each new (EL). Just play on the same level to earn more gems and pass the next HAND. All you have to do is make a nice one and you should know which jewelry investment will bring the most to your money. No restaurant upgrade to get a 3 star price. Don't forget to open the game
every day and you'll get a reward in ten days. Restaurant with the highest profits to earn more. Play in rent often. Download Cooking Fever MOD APK Unlimited Money 5.0.0 Let me tell you what to say when you start cooking, we start with a particular restaurant, maybe some chocolate will be perfect and basically give every part. I have to
go through 30 levels to 30 levels and prepare a little meal wherever you go. There are some recipes like hamburgers, sodas, and then when you do more I like spices and everything is done, so it gets a little hard. Show faster customers, what's going on there, and more customers. Customers who give you more money, what you need to
earn, constantly for tears. You have to go through at least one Starbucks to get three stars. The line where you reach above 38 levels is successful. It can be doubled. More candy levels. Cooking Fever MOD APK Unlimited Gold Coins and DiamondsCooking Fever Mod Apk Unlimited Money. Even if you don't play in a restaurant, you can
earn extra points to earn more points. You go to more restaurant restaurants you rant a fast food restaurant from the bakery of all restaurants Chinese restaurant restaurants and the game and serve different customers and lose your job cooking different shapes and I remember the really good game. At China Restaurant Thai Restaurant I
know I will combine fast food and gain experience level in the workplace. Too much to buy there is more space, but you need It's possible to make an appointment without James. This place is also closed, so this is our example of becoming a fast food court not only our registration, but also a bakery. If you get the game experience, level
up and increase the extra points. Increase.
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